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JACQUES THIBAUD STRING TRIO 
-PROGRAM-

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827) 

@n:o m Yf ~,, Wft . .9 cYVo.s 
ALLEGRO CON SPIRITO 

ADAGIO CON ESPRESSIONE 

SCIIERZO ALLEGRO MOLTO E VIVACE 

FINALE PRESTO 

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG (1874-1951) 

c?~ @n:o Wft.45 {1.946) 
PART 1 - EPISODE 1 

PART 2 - EPISODE 2 

PART 3 - CODA 

- INTERMISSION-

WILHELM FRIEDEMANN BACH/ W.A.MOZART 

~ a/JUt cf7~ cYVo.6 m <ff~ 

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH /W.A.MOZART 

~ a/JUt <ff~ cYVo.s m <ff~ 
~c?ta~a/JUtcff~,, cfYC.404o9f 

ERNST VON DOHNANYI (1877-1960) 

c?~m Yl~,, Wft.10 
MARCIA - ALLEGRO 

ROMANZA - ADAGIO NON TROPPO, QUASI ANDANTE 

SCIIERZO - VIVACE 

THEMA CON VARIAZIONI - ANDANTE CON MOTO 

RONDO - ALLEGRO VIVACE 

THE JACQUES TIIIBAUD STRING TRIO appears by arrangement 
with Lisa Sapinkopf Artists (510- 428-1533 

PIIOTOGRAPIIING AND SOUND RECORDING ARE PROHIBITED. 

WE FURTHER REQUEST THAT AUDIBLE PAGIKG DEVICES NOT BE USED 

DURING PERFORMANCES. PAGING ARRANGEMENTS MAY BE MADE \VITI! TIIE USHERS . 

. MARTIN MERRI'IT- STAGE MANAGER TIM DICKSON - TECHNICAL DIRECTOR AND LIGHTING DESIGNER 

PROGRAM DESIGN BY GERI SNIDER CREATIVE SERVICES 
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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827) 

At the beginning of 1798 Beethoven had spent just over five years 

in Vienna, and in that time had established himself as the city's leading 

piano virtuoso and a composer of tremendous promise. However, though 

he would eventually become known as a powerful master of string writing, 

he had not yet composed his first string quartet. Thus his Opus 9 string 

trios, finished in March 1798, marked an important stage in Beethoveen's 

compositional development as his first significant works for strings and 

his most substantial and challenging chamber pieces to date. Beethoven 

dedicated the set of three trios to his friend and early patron Count 

Johann Georg von Browne, a noble gentleman who had earlier presented 

Beethoven with a horse in exchange for the dedication to his wife of a set 

of variations. In his published dedication to Browne, Beethoven wrote that 

the author desired "to present to the first Maecenas of his Muse, the best 

of his works." Clearly he took great satisfaction in these string trios, which 

likely received their first performances in the Friday evening concerts held 

at the residence of another Vienna patron, Prince Karl Lichowsky. 

The dominance of Beethoven's string quartets has tended to overshadow 

the originality and achievement of these great string trios; the trio has 

never been considered as weighty a genre as the quartet, in any case. But 

the Opus 9 works demonstrate Beethoven's extraordinary mastery of this 

texture and form, despite the special problems created by its spare instru

mentation. It is clear that, despite the inherent limitations imposed by 

three rather than four voices, Beethoven approached these trios not with a 

light chamber music style like the lengthy succession of short movements 

more typical of earlier string trios, such as his own Opus 3 or his Serenade, 

Opus 8, but with a substantial, even symphonic, mindset. All three of the 

Opus 9 trios are dramatic works in the four-movement structure estab

lished in Haydn's symphonies. 

Of the three string trios in Opus 9, the String Trio No. 3 in C minor 

most nearly approaches the caliber of Beethoven'ts future string quartets. 

The use of a minor key lends an air of weightiness to the composition. 

Those listeners who are familiar with Beethoven's late quartets may 

recognize the opening motif. Played in unison, it calls to mind a motif 

found later in the final movement of his String Quartet Opus 131 in C# 

minor. This trio was the final work that Beethoven composed in this form. 

Program note amended by Margaret Bragg. 
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ARNOLD SCHOENBERG (1874-1951) 

In the United States, where Schoenberg settled after escaping from Nazi 

Germany in 1933, he composed some of his finest works, among them the 

Fourth String Quartet (1936), the Violin and Piano Concertos (1934 -36 

and 1942), the Fantasy for Violin with Piano Accompaniment (1949) and, 

in his early seventies, the String Trio on tonight's program. He was living on 

a very small pension from the University of California and teaching private 

students to support his family. In June 1946 Schoenberg made preliminary 

sketches for a Trio, on commission by Harvard University. Then, with his 

health deteriorating, he suffered a severe heart attack involving a cardiac 

arrest. Saved by an adrenalin injection directly into his heart, Schoenberg 

soon resumed work on the Trio. Finishing the piece within five weeks, he 

indicated to friends that secret programmatic details of his illness and 

medical procedures had found their way into the piece. The published 

edition of the Trio, however, does not contain a definite "program." It 

thus seems more appropriate to view it as autonomous, absolute music. 

At first hearing, the single movement piece with its impetuous out

bursts contrasted by smooth phrases and its wide range of timbre effects 

might strike one as instinctive, fragmented and heterogeneous. Yet, it 

formally reflects the structure of the four-movement sonata as well as the 

outline of sonata form, and with regard to pitch organization, it reveals 

an intricate serial structure. Schoenberg divided the piece into three main 

parts. separated by two episodes. The first part displays vehement, jagged 

and highly contrasting motivic formations and is strikingly different from 

the calm first episode, which introduces soft and cantabile phrases as well 

as a quasi recitativo passage. After this "slow movement," the second part, 

starting in triple meter, vaguely alludes to a scherzo. The very short second 

episode is highly contrapuntal and again fierce in character. Finally the 

third part offers a condensed recapitulation of material of the first three 

sections where, quite unusual for Schoenberg, some segments are literally 

repeated. As far as the ordering of pitches is concerned, the Trio is not 

just based on one single twelve-tone set, but rather on two basic inter 

related sets of which one is a twelve-tone set and one can be considered 

an eighteen-note set (Ethan Haimo ). The twelve-tone set falls into two and 

the eighteen-note set into three hexachords (groups of six differentpitches). 

In Schoenberg's late twelve-tone works hexachords receive greater impor

tance and they are treated as source collections and principal units of the 
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musical texture allowing Schoenberg to proceed in a more flexible manner, 

exploit symmetrical relationships and include elements of traditional tonal

ity. The String Trio stands out as one of the most important and exceptional 

of his later works. The Trio, his last work written exclusively for strings, 

was premiered by members of the Walden String Quartet on the occasion 

of a symposium on music criticism at Harvard University in May 1947. 

Copyright© 2001 by Dr. Sabine M. Feisst. Sabine M. Feisst is a Visiting Assistant 

Professor at the Uni'Versity of Notre Dame. The author of Der Begrifj Improvisation in 

der neuen Music/Concepts of Impro'Visation in New Music (Sinzig, 1997) and 'Various 

essays on 20th-Century Music, she is currently working on a book about Schoenberg 

in the United States. 
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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH & WILHELM FRIEDEMANN BACH 

ARRANGED BY WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 

These are two of the six known Preludes and Fugues Mozart fashioned 

in the early 1780's by arranging three-voice keyboard fugues (five by J.S. 

Bach, one by his eldest son, Wilhelm Friedemann) for string trio and writ

ing his own introductory preludes for them. They provide a glimpse of 

the earliest stage of what the great Mozart scholar Alfred Einstein called 

"a revolution and crisis in Mozart's creative activity" that informed, with 

ever-increasing expression, the remainder of his brief career. Mozart had 

apparently never seen or heard a note of Bach's music before the age of 

twenty-six, when he wrote these pieces. 

He was born only six years after J.S. Bach died, but musical fashion 

had already judged the older master pase, along with the entire Baroque 

tradition of whose culmination he was associated with. The "new" music 

valued grace and ease, simplicity and ingratiation over what was thought 

to the "learned" and far more contrapuntal language of the older school. 

Mozart may have been aware of the "old" Bach by reputation, and he was 

certainly aware of the contrapuntal tradition as an academic discipline. 

He respected it but did not consider it to be a part of his own language 

until he saw Bach's works. He was overwhelmed. Here was vital, staggering 

music, and far more "learned" than any he had ever known. 

This introduction of musical giants was effected by an extraordinary 

Viennese figure of the day, Baron Gottfried van Swieten, a rich and cul

tured music lover. A collector of ancient scores (including those of Bach 



and Handel), he instigated a famous series of Sunday afternoon chamber 
music meetings to introduce the works to his musical friends. It was the 
Baron, who gave to many their first look at The Well Tempered Clavier, 
the Art of The Fugue, the organ works, and so much else, and who asked 
Mozart to make these string trio arrangements preceded by the composer's 
own very un-Bach-like introductions. It is a curious mixture of styles, espe
cially to modern ears, but marks the beginning of an important journey for 
Mozart. Not everything came to him with divine ease, and he struggled to 
absorb and synthesize this profound new influence in a natural way. How 
well he eventually succeeded can perhaps most famously be sampled in the 
finale of his last symphony. 

Program note by Nora Avins Klein. 

6/~vn Y!?~J Wft.10 
ER ST VON DOHNANYI (1877-1960) 

Ernst von Dohnanyi must be seen as one of Hungary's greatest musicians; 
as versatile as Liszt had been in the 19th century and, in his own time, just 
as powerful and effective an influence. His current obscurity owes much to 
the radical changes in musical style after the second world war, which left 
many of Dohnanyi's works in the background, and to Dohnanyi's forced 
departure from his country during the war under circumstances which 
angered the Soviets. 

Early in his career he was especially admired as a Beethoven interpreter, 
but it was by playing his own works that he caught the attention of Brahms. 
As with Dvorak and other younger composers, Brahms promoted Dohnanyi 
and helped boost his career. By the late 1890s the young pianist was touring 
throughout Europe and the United States playing not just the standard virtu
oso repertory, but also Mozart, Schubert, and Beethoven. Dohnanyi was also 
one of the first of the touring piano virtuosi willing to share the limelight 
with other musicians, offering chamber music to his audiences as well as 
solo pieces. 

During the strife-filled years of the First World War, Dohnanyi performed 
hundreds of concerts in Hungary, probably doing more than any other single 
musician to keep the country's musical culture alive. For over 25 years there
after he conducted the Philharmonic Society while teaching extensively at the 
Budapest Academy. Finally, fleeing Hungary towards the end of WW II, Dohnanyi 
eventually settled in Tallahassee, Florida, where he taught for many years. 
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The Serenade, an early work, exemplifies Dohnanyi's style: a vivid, lyrical 

Romantic language disciplined by the formal classical structures. The serenade 

was a popular genre of the 18th century, typically played for light evening 

entertainment (the name is derived from the Italian "sera," evening). It nor

mally featured five or six movements, the first and last of them often marches. 

Dohnanyi's serenade in C major does indeed open with a march, whose synco

pations lend a touch of humor to its earnest air. 

The Romanza harks back strikingly to the romance of the Classical era 

that, as Rousseau wrote, should be written "in a simple, touching style." Here 

the song-like melody with pizzicato accompaniment recalls Mozart's handling 

of movements in romance style. 

A hectic Scherzo with offbeat rhythms and tricky fugal writing provides 

the contrast between the Romanza and the Terna con variazioni. In this theme 

and variations we find the true heart of the work: warm, rich, and emotional. 

Its dignified G minor theme derives from the central trio section of the open

ing march. 

Finally, the Rondo surrounds its main theme with a variety of episodes in 

playful and tender moods until the return of the march's trio theme at the end. 

Program note by Nora Avins Klein. 

JACQUES THIBAUD TRIO 
-BIOGRAPHY-

Prize-winners in the 1999 Bonn Chamber Music Competition, the JACQUES 
TIIIBAUD STRIN.G TRIO was founded at the Berlin School of Art in 1994, and 
first toured together that same year. The extraordinary success they met with after 

such a short time together convinced them to continue on. Since then, the ensemble 
has performed throughout Europe, Japan and the U.S., to tremendous acclaim from 

audiences and critics alike. Nearly unique among today's chamber ensembles, these 

three young musicians play from memory. Calling their playing "spontaneous and 
commanding," the New York Times said, "this could be the first string trio in some 
time to have a major career." 

With charm, youthful exuberance, and astounding virtuosity, the Trio has delighted 

audiences of all ages in large and small venues, and has given a wide range of success
ful residencies including one on an Indian reservation in Arizona. 

The Trio pays homage with its name to the great French violinist Jacques Thibaud, 

born in 1880, who devoted himself to playing trios with his partners Casals and Cortot 
in addition to his activities as soloist. Many of the great musicians of his time, including 

Kreisler, Fournier and Ysaye, also found their way to his Paris apartment to play with 

him. At 73, while still concertizing all over the world, he lost his life in a plane crash. 

BURKIIARD MAISS 

Burkhard Maiss' decision to pick up the violin may have been acoustically inspired 

by the amphibious and reptilian inhabitants he kept as a child in places where his par-



ents didn't always expect them. Born in 1969 in Diisseldorf, at the age of sixteen 
he moved to Berlin to start professional studies at the college of arts. While finishing 
public school at the same time, he met Douvier, with whom he founded various cham
ber groups. Ile earned his living playing tangos in pubs and bars and sometimes even 
had to serve as an orchestra substitute player, which probably was a major influence 
on his decision to be a chamber musician. 

In 1997, he married the Japanese violinist Kayo Yamamoto. Since May 2000, 
when daughter Anna arrived, he has mainly been changing diapers (his other domes
tic talent is superb cooking) or taking the two ladies for boat rides. 

PHILIP DOUVIER 
Philip Douvier is the only real "Berliner" and the only one with a French name 

in the group. Being born in 1970 in the American sector, he doesn't know too much 
French. His grandparents lived near the Black Forest close to the French border 
(where Hirth-Schmidt comes from, also). Probably someday someone in the earlier 
family history had a French-German romance that still makes people talk to him in 
French today. 

Philip started playing violin when he realized that his older brother didn't like it. 
Not liking his brother at that time, he thought he was certain to like the violin (at the 
age of 14 he switched to the viola anyway). After unsuccessfully trying to study musi
cology, Egyptology, and biology, he was finally persuaded by Maiss to do the right 
thing ("The Right Thing"© Maiss). Before he married Christine Douvier in 1998, he 
used to sit around and watch TV (MTV & Vlll) all day long. Now he has a little boy 
named Jakob who decided to change their and the trio's life in January 1999. 

UWE HIRTH-SCHMIDT 
Uwe Hirth-Schmidt never planned to be a musician. As a kid, he wanted to be 

a sculptor like his grandfather but lost interest when Grandpa died and the business 
was sold. Later, convinced that even humans internally work with Os and ls, he 
decided to be a computer programmer until bad math and computer grades changed 
his mind. Also, he liked all sorts of animals but knew that laziness was not compati
ble with the study of veterinary medicine. 

He finally came to Berlin to take entrance examinations in audio engineering 
(what he wanted to do) and cello (as a backup plan). Ile found himself "forced" to 
study the cello as he failed in the side subject "cello" on the engineering exam, but 
passed in the main subject "cello" in the audition for cello majors. One day he was 
put together with Maiss to form a short-term piano trio. As soon as an earlier estab
lished personal aversion was overcome and a common aversion to orchestra playing 
was discovered, Maiss introduced him to "the other guy" who had the same attitude 
and the same black humor and the trio was born. 

-NEXT Co CERT-
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